Bone subtraction CT angiography for the detection of intracranial aneurysms.
The aim of the study was to retrospectively analyse the accuracy of CT angiography (CTA) of the Circle of Willis and a prototype bone subtraction CT angiogram (BSCTA) compared with digital subtraction angiography (DSA) in the detection of intracranial aneurysms. A total of 36 patients with suspected subarachnoid haemorrhage who had CTA scans that had matching DSA studies between November 2005 and December 2006 were retrospectively reviewed by two experienced neurointerventionalist. Three-dimensional volume-rendered (3D VR) CTA and BSCTA were reviewed, followed by review of the source data in multi-planar reformats (MPRs). The results were then assessed for sensitivity and specificity compared with the gold standard DSA. Time taken to review the studies, visibility of the ophthalmic, posterior communicating arteries, superior cerebella artery, posterior cerebral artery on the 3D VR BSCTA and CTA were analysed. BSCTA was assessed for residual bone and artificial stenosis. Further, the aneurysms were analysed for suitability of endovascular treatment versus surgical treatment based on CTA and BSCTA with MPR and 3D VR. CTA 3D VR sensitivity and specificity was 94 and 80%, respectively. CTA MPR sensitivity and specificity was 100% and 90%, respectively. When both CTA 3D VR and MPR images were combined the sensitivity and specificity was 100 and 90%, respectively. BSCTA 3D VR sensitivity and specificity was 91 and 90%, respectively, and the MPR sensitivity and specificity was 97 and 90%, respectively. When both BSCTA 3D VR and MPR images were combined the sensitivity was 97% with a specificity of 90% Overall, an 84% correlation was found between both CTA and BSCTA when compared with DSA for assessing for suitability of endovascular treatment versus surgical treatment. A statistically significant difference was shown between the time taken to review the CTA and BSCTA (P < 0.001 confidence interval 3.1-3.9 min). In this study there was no significant difference between the diagnostic ability of BSCTA compared with CTA. Importantly, both CTA and BSCTA had high sensitivities and specificities compared to DSA.